Italian course offered by Unical

In common with Italian candidates, potential foreign students will have to take the Tolc (Cisia Online Test) which will allow students with adequate academic preparation to be admitted. By passing the Tolc test, the verification on the knowledge of the Italian language will also be considered passed.

To improve the knowledge of the Italian language, Unical provides to prospective students a training course - Mooc Cla-Unical Language. The training includes levels of language proficiency graded between elementary (A1-A2) and intermediate (B1-B2).

Italian language L2 course is available on the platform moocs.unical.it for international students who wish to participate in the call for bachelor degrees and one-tier degree courses at the University of Calabria.

Activities are offered by the University Language Centre and have been organised around common academic needs shared by university students.

All the activities follow an integrated skills approach based on: listening, speaking, reading and writing.